I N T H E last few decades, a number
of myths about population size or
what is otherwise referred to as the
population explosion, have developed and become generally accepted:
• Third World countries are poor
because they have high birth rates.
• A reduction in the population
growth rate is the answer to Third
World development.
• Third World people have big
families because they don't know
better
• There wiH soon be more people
in the world than can be fed.
• Since the Third World holds the
largest population, it is the Third
World population that is using up
the largest proportion of the world's
resources.
How arc these myths used in
South Africa?
T o quote the HSRC "Without a
reduction in the present rate of
growth in population numbers, wc
have little, if any. hope of success in
directing the material living conditions of the population along the
right channels."
This view blames the poverty of
the average South African on the
size of its families. Looking at South
Africa's history wc find the real
causes. Economic processes set in
motion with colonialism removed
people's rights to the land on which
they lived and worked t o produce
food for their own livelihoods — it
systematically excluded African
producers from the markets on
which they were dependent for selling their products — it forced men
off their land because they were
needed to labour in the mines, and
later in other industries.
This undermined the ability of
these people t o continue their food
production, while they provided the
labour that produced the gold on
w h k h our country's wealth rests —
wealth which went to the conlonial-

ists and not to the workers themselves.
A history of incredible industrial
growth and prosperity for those
who took control, and of steadily in*
creasing suffering in terms of
health, family life, and general social welfare for the majority. This is
the process of poverty.
In 1972, Black mothers in rural
South Africa had an average o f 6,5
children* White mothers in the
O.F.S. had an average of 6,2 children. Of the 6,5 Black children just
over half survived. Of the 6,2 white
children. 6 survived.
It is not the number of children in
a community that determines its infant mortality rate. Rather, it is the
position of the community in that
society that determines this*
Some arc protected by our country's politico-economic structure,
and those without political or economic rights are also deprived of the
right to health, and in this case* of
the right to life.
For the average middle class
South African family today, it is
common to consider the costs of
rearing a child before deciding how
many to have. These costs include
everything from nappies to dentists
to holidays to university. A n d there
are no necessary returns.

The grown child, an expensive
product, then leaves and goes off to
start the process again. But for
many people in South Africa, this
logic does not hold. For them,
another child means only another
mouth to feed in terms of costs, and
this is really a marginal difference in
relation to the expected returns.
As soon as that child can walk, she
or he will contribute to the family,
be it in assisting in the housework,
or in herding cows.
In an urban setting, the child may
sell newspapers or do odd jobs to
bring back some income to the
family. By taking over housework,
children allow their parents to leave
the house in search of paid work,
the more adults able to find jobs,
the more chance of eating.
But even more importantly, we
live in a country where pensions,
sick pay, and social security benefits
in general are hard if not impossible
to come by. In this situation, old
people rely totally on their children
t o support them in their old age.
Thus it is a rational choice for the
black working class to have many
children. Only when our social and
economic structures are different
will this change.
Social research on this subject
shows that when people's standard

of living improves, the size of their
families decreases.
Our problem U not a problem of
population but one of poverty. One
of the Statesresearchers writes, Mif
the present growth rate in population is maintained, the limits of agricultural production and of food
supply in South Africa will be
reached sooner than the world in
general . . . An awareness of the
costs involved in our population explosion is now much in evidence,"
Here ag&tn we have a calculation of
available resources through a comparison between population growth
rate and GNP.
The Sanlam Economic Research
Department projected that South
Africa would have one of the highest growth rates in the industrialized
world this year. Yet we witness infant mortality rates as high as 250
per 1000 and a norm of undernutrition for the majority of our people.
Were wealth indeed divided equally
amongst the people, there would no
longer be a food crisis; there would
not longer appear to be a population crisis*
What is the present situation with
food in South Africa? The relationship between population increase,
food increase and the demand for

food from 1953 t o 1972 was as follows:

exporting food because people in
South Africa can't afford to pay for

• The annual increase in population was 2,4%
a The annual increase in food
production was 3,9%
• The annual increase in demand
for food was 3,2%.
In other words more food was
produced than was needed to feed
the population. In the case of cereal
in particular, the annual increase in
cereal production was 5% and the
annual increase in demand for cereal production was 2*2%. There is
no shortage of food here.

h.
Why they can't afford to is apparently not the governmenfsor industry's business. The cost of food in
South Africa is high. It is high because prices of basic foods are controlled by market control boards
whose interests are those of the producers not the consumers.

We have witnessed the dumping
of milk, stockpiling of butter and
the adding of dried eggs to stock
feed, all to maintain a situation of
apparent scarcity $o that prices remain high and this in a country with
So why the poverty? Because an such high rates of malnutrition.
increase in IOCMJ production doesn't
The recent hike in the price of
imply an increased availability of
food. There are two specific aspects maize is the most immediate example of a food policy which is conto this contradiction. They are:
cerned with profit and not with
a the export of food and the con- people. South Africa has produced
trol of local prices by marketing a record crop of maize, easily
boards.
enough to feed its population. Bui
Between 1970 and 1975 South the maize board and government
Africa's exports of agricultural pro- have decided otherwise. South
ducts more than doubled.
Africa has been exporting maize at
a Its export of food, animal* fish a loss. The board has decided to
raise the consumer cost of maize to
and fishery products trebled.
• Its food imports in 1975 were a make up for their loss. So, even less
quarter as much as exports, and al* people will be able to buy the food
that constitutes their staple diet.
most all of a luxury quality.
In other words. South Africa is

The rise in the price of maize will

push up ihe price of mcalic meal by
at least 10 percent and will have a
ripple effect on other food prices.
The head of the Maize Board said
that of (his bumper crop, 6.1 million
tons would be needed for lt>cal consumption and the surplus would he
just over 7 million. In other words,
were we living in a just society
where resources were not controlled by a few at the expense of ihe
majority. South Africa could provide ample food for the entire population.
And then they tell us that the size
of our population causes its poverty.
It is important to spell out, the
practical implications of the population scare* Contraception, in itself,
is potentially a great liberator for
women and people in general.
It allows people the right to control their bodies.
The right to decide how many
children they want, if any the right
to look afier their hcallh.
But it is not always used with this
in mind. In order to fulfill a positive
function, contraception must he
provided in a very specific way —
• women must be given as many
choices as possible in types of contraceptives.

• they must be given detailed information about the health hazards
of many of these contraceptives and
• they must be given thorough
physical checkups to determine
which contraceptives best suit their
physical makeup.
To give such a service, contraception must he provided within a wider framework of preventative
health care rather than in exclusive,
go-called, "Family Planning" clinics
where the goal is population Control. Here the norm is the physical
exploitation of women. This occurs
on two levels.
Firstly, internationally, we witness the dumping of contraceptives
which are considered dangerous for
use in Ihe Slates and Weslern
Europe. And also, experimentation
with new types of contraceptives
takes place all over the Third
World, exposing thousands of
women to unknown iind often
potentially lethal dangers.
Secondly, in South Africa, the
state has made population control a
number one priority. State clinics
carry very few different contraceptives, and it is widely known that
contraceptives are administered
without concern for the physical
well-being or Ihe personal needs of
the woman concerned.
And all of this in South Africa
where we have shown population
size not to be the problem. The
problem is poverty and all its social
consequences.
The cause lies in South Africa's
colonial history — the building of
wealth in the hands of a few through
ihe labour of the majority. And so
the situation remains today. The
problem of poverty will only be
solved
through
fundamental
changes in Ihe social, political and
economic struciures of our country.
p • Extracts from a speech by
Barbara Klugman.

